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Abstract

Consensual diagnostic criteria for facioscapulohumeral dystrophy (FSHD) include onset of the disease in facial or shoulder girdle muscles, facial weakness in more than 50% of affected family members, autosomal dominant inheritance in familial cases, and evidence of myopathic disease in at least one affected member without biopsy features specific to alternative diagnoses.

Six patients did not meet most of these criteria but were diagnosed as FSHD by DNA testing, which showed small EcoRI fragments on chromosome 4q.

Their clinical signs and symptoms and results of auxiliary investigations are reported. The patients presented with foot extensor, thigh, or calf muscle weakness. None of them had apparent facial weakness, only one complained of weakness in the shoulders, none had a positive family history. Expert physical examination, however, showed a typical facial expression, an abnormal shoulder configuration on lifting the arms, or scapular winging. This raised the suspicion of FSHD, whereupon DNA analysis was done. In conclusion, the clinical expression of FSHD is much broader than indicated by the nomenclature. The possibility to perform DNA tests is likely to greatly expand the clinical range of FSHD.
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Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD) is the third most common hereditary neurologic, and in revised form
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Patient 1

32M E* drop foot

FSHIC

30 m

2.5x T*E*C*

N

NP

30

Patient 2

57F T: walking difficulty

FSHIC

50 m

1.2x HTC

N

N

26

Patient 3

55M C: inability to walk on toes

FSHIC

50 m

NI

S*T*C*

M

NP

20

Patient 4

80M E*: drop foot

S*H*E*

75 m

2.5x NP

NP

NP

38

Patient 5

65M E: drop foot

FSHIC

64 m

3.5x S*H*CE*

M

NP

33

Patient 6

40F S*: shoulder pain

S*H*

36 m

NI

NP

M

NP

38

Table 1 Clinical features and data of ancillary investigations of six patients with FSHD

*Asymmetric; E=foot extensors; F=facial; S=shoulder; T=thigh; H=hip; C=calf; NP=not performed; NI=not increased; m=mild; M=myopathic (short duration MUAPs); N=neurogenic (fibrillations, positive sharp waves, long duration MUAPs).
Neurological examination disclosed weakness of the hamstrings. An EMG showed fibrillations, positive sharp waves, and long duration polyphasic action potentials in the biceps femoris and gastrocnemius muscles which raised the suspicion of S1 radiculopathy. However, MRI of the lumbar spine was normal. Serum creatine kinase activity was slightly increased. Computed tomography of skeletal muscles demonstrated fatty degeneration in the posterior thigh and calf muscles. A diagnosis of FSHD was entertained, and confirmed by DNA analysis. Family history was negative.

**PATIENT 3**

A 55 year old man was referred to a neurologist for foot pain and inability to walk on his toes for 4 to 5 years. On examination, thoracic kyphosis and mild weakness of the biceps and triceps brachii and calf muscles were demonstrated. Serum creatine kinase activity was normal. An EMG showed predominantly myopathic changes in the proximal arm and leg muscles.

The patient was referred to the neuromuscular centre. On examination he had no myopathic face but blowing his cheeks was not very forceful. Raising his arms disclosed an abnormal posture of the shoulders, and there was mild asymmetric weakness of both triceps brachii, and right deltoïd muscles, and plantar flexors of the foot. Computed tomography of the skeletal muscles disclosed asymmetric fatty degeneration of latissimus dorsi, serratus anterior, rectus femoris, semimembranosus, and calf muscles. A diagnosis of FSHD was entertained, and confirmed by DNA analysis. Family history was negative.

**Discussion**

In this paper we describe six sporadic patients with genetically established FSHD, in whom presenting symptoms and signs initially caused substantial diagnostic confusion.

Three patients presented with foot extensor weakness, one with thigh weakness, one with inability to walk on his toes due to calf muscle involvement, and one with mild shoulder symptoms, such as tiredness and muscle pain. The clinical signs, however, were more extensive, and involved facial or shoulder involvement, whereas some degree of asymmetry was present in all cases. Facial involvement did not always imply overt facial weakness, but was sometimes only an abnormality of facial expression. All patients had an abnormal shoulder posture or a winging scapula on lifting their arms, unrecognised until specifically looked for.

According to the diagnostic criteria outlined by the European Neuromuscular Centre FSHD Consortium, onset of FSHD is either in the facial or shoulder girdle muscles. Facial weakness is the initial symptom in 20%, but is reported to go unnoticed in up to 60%. Frequencies of scapulohumeral and pelvifemoral onset were 77% and 12%, respectively. Padberg investigated a group of 107 patients, of whom 73 were symptomatic. The presenting symptoms were facial weakness in 10%, shoulder weakness in 82%, and foot extensor weakness in 8%. None of his patients presented with pelvic girdle or calf muscle weakness. In the asymptomatic group of 34 patients, two showed only shoulder girdle weakness, one had shoulder weakness in combination with foot
extensor involvement, and the other 31 had either facial weakness alone, or facial weakness in combination with shoulder girdle, foot extensor, or pelvic girdle weakness. Calf muscles are presumed to be affected only in later stages of the disease, although Patijn described early CT changes—that is, fatty degeneration of the medial head of the gastrocnemius muscle.

Onset is described as occurring between 3 and 44 years of age, mostly around the age of 15. In all our patients onset was much later, in four patients, beyond the age of 50, in one at the age of 75.

It is conceivable that FSHD is not recognised as such in many patients, in whom the initial symptoms and signs are not characteristically due to facioscapulohumeral muscular weakness. This is especially so if the family history is negative as in our patients. Our patients show that FSHD can present with walking difficulties due to drop foot, thigh, or calf muscle weakness. These atypical presentations gave rise to other diagnostic considerations. In cases of asymmetric foot extensor or foot flexor weakness radiculopathies or inclusion body myositis might be suspected. In cases of pelvic-femoral weakness all possible causes for a limb-girdle syndrome, including spinal muscular atrophy as in patient 2 might be considered, and in cases of scapula winging in the absence of facial weakness, any myopathy in which the shoulder girdle muscles are affected.

Ancillary investigations, such as assessment of creatine kinase activity, EMG, and muscle biopsy, often do not contribute to the diagnosis of FSHD, as in our patients. Creatine kinase activity is usually normal or only slightly increased, EMG may show sharp positive waves and fibrillations compatible with active denervation, and muscle biopsy shows either a non-specific myopathy, or atrophic, angular muscle fibres which are often considered to be of neurogenic origin. It takes careful examination, preferably by a neurologist who has specific expertise in neuromuscular diseases, to appreciate slight and often asymptomatic involvement, especially of facial and shoulder girdle muscles. Computed topography of the skeletal muscles may be useful in demonstrating the asymmetric involvement of the muscles. Subsequent DNA analysis can then be undertaken to confirm or exclude the diagnosis of FSHD based on clinical considerations. In all our patients small EcoRI fragments were detected, in two of them shorter than 30 kb. Although an inverse correlation between fragment size and age at onset has been shown, this does not apply to our patients in whom onset was at the age of 50 years. Furthermore, an association between fragment size and disease severity has been described. Sporadic cases are reported to have significantly smaller fragment sizes (13–24 kb) than familial cases, and as a group they were more severely affected compared with familial cases of FSHD. Lunt et al argued that this finding could be due to ascertainment bias as a de novo mutation is only recognised when this has caused a severe phenotype. All our patients were sporadic, and had a mild phenotype, in the presence of fragments from 20–38 kb. Whether all our patients are really de novo mutations remains unclear as none of the patients had been available for DNA analysis.
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